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it is somewhat unlikely to represent a very, very 

narrawly selected prescribing to ~~d~v~d~als wit 

ClCX%XTly labeled obesity indications cwer 

comurbidities l I see more reason to bekieve that this 

rapid growth ir-nmlves a wider prescribing to peopZe 

with varying degrees of obesity, many of whom da not 

have any comorbidity that is going with the obesity. 

so3 that's just sort of a little bit of ~a~kgr~~~d 

informiatfon. 

NOW' the second topic Pd J.ike to talk 

abut is what do we know about intentional weight loss 

and its effects on mortality? There's onfy czme large 

published study that I've been able ta find. It's 

cited in the NDA, but it's not discussed. St"53 a 

study by Williamscm and colleagues, a perspective 

study of intentional weight loss in mortality in never 

smoking, overweigh;, US White women, aged 40 to 64 

years. It was restricted to never smoking wades to 

separate out the confounding effects of s~~k~~g fra 

the others in the data. 

Thfs is based on the Cancer Prevention 

Study Number 1 of the American Cancer Society, Ix's 

a follow-up study of 43,400-plus womm who had a BMI 

over 27. They were never smokers8 aged 40 tcs 64 

years, who in 1959 to '60 filled out a detailed 

NEAL Ft. GROSS 
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baseline questknmaire about their medical istory, 

personal, health practices and SO on, including a 

history of weight loss practices. Vital records 

status for 91 percent of the population was d~te~~~~~d 

through 1972. The mortality outcomes were all, cause 

cardiavasculas, all cancer, obesity-relatedcaneerand 

diabetes related. 

The questionnaire a~~~tweight~t basehine 

included current weight and height, and a series of 

questions about weight change recently. Whether there 

had been a weight change, whether there had been a 

gain or a loss. If it had been a Lossl fiad it been an. 

intentional or unintentional, and what length of 

eriod of time it had accurred over. Analyses were 

then grouped by intentional weight k~s in one to k9 

pounds and 20 pounds - plus. Their p~te~t~~~ 

~~~f~u~d~~g by pm-existing elements was ~Q~tr~~~~d 

primarily by stratifying m the baseline history, 

Naw t this that X put up here refers to 

wcmenwho at baseline, reported obesity r~~at@d~ea~t~ 

conditions. That is, they had at baseline heart 

disease, stroke, diabetes, high blood pressure, 

histcxy of severe shortness of breath or chest pain. 

Persons with prevalent cancer were not incAladed in 

this group. Now c the group with no pm-existing 
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illness which we'1.1 get to in a moment after I talk 

abm.&. these was no to all disease and severe co laint 

categories, and said they felt well at baseline;. 

Now, what this shows you is the all cause 

mortality rate. About a third of the patients, you 

see, 15 out of 43,000, reported that at baseline th~2y 

had obesity related health conditions. This shows yau 

their all cause relative risk of dying during the 

subsequent many years of follow-up through 1972, I 

draw your attention to the column -- let me find my 

little pointer -- labeled "fully adjusted". FIOW, t 

no change means they had no change in weig 

that's used as the reference gro 

weight loss, unintentional loss, ~nint~nti~na~ gain, 

and then intentional loss. So, what you see here is 

for people with clear obesity related ~~rn~r~~d~ty~ 

there was about a 20 percent reduction in mortalit 

over the subsequent year. 

NOW, this doesn't look very different 

the amount af weight loss but this s a pretty wi 

interval. And remember, this is questionnaire based 

so I think it9 mcsre important simply to note hese 

that there is fn these data, for this grozlpI with 

clear comorbidity -- now, these are not necessarily 

all the people who are taking appetite suppressants. 
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This is a polrtion clearly needing medical treatment 

far variaus problems and obesiry may be one of them. 

In further analyses, this is clearly accounted for by 

a reduction in the mortality from obesity related 

cancers. They were mentioned earlier: breast, 

endometrium, ovary, gall bladder, primary sites, and 

in diabetes related deaths. So, it made sense. 

Obesity related cancer, especially 

well known in relationship with obesity and with 

endocrine alterations that are produced -- 

Let's go then to the next slide, next 

transparency, which has to do wit the people w 

not have any pre-existing baseline illness, okay? 

Now t they didn't repart any baseline. 

thirds of the peaple, These people ad ~ncu licated 

obesity as most of the people in the large sibutra 

trials had where people with ~~~~~ and hypertensi 

and so an were excluded. They didn3t have ~~st~~~@s 

of heart disease and SO on because serious illness -- 

and this, I think, is probably a large part of the 

appetite suppressant using population, So, 3: just 

think there's a need ta get down tt=o earth abozlt like 

what modeling means and SO on with regard to large 

mortality savings. 

I donJt think that an appetite suppressant 



drug necessarily has to accomplish those things to be 

worthwhile, but I did just want to bring same 

perspective on smwz of the things that have been said. 

There was no effect of intentional weight loss an 

subse~el?t mortality inpeaple wha didn't have obesity 

related health problems at baseline. Now it may ave 

done them a lat uf good in other way , f-Jut it did p&t 

reduce their subsequent all cause mortali 

study. 

Now, some of the strengths and weaknesses 

-- I think the study is strong in terms of c~~tr~l~~~g 

for potential confounding by variation in baseline 

health. They had a very goad questionnaire on healt 

status and I think they did a good job of controlXing 

for that. I think it's strong in terns of having 

large numbers and having full ascertainment of 

mortality and having an endpoint af ortality that is 

quite firm. 

However 8 an the other side, me of the 

problems with big studies like this is that it's. a 

questionnaire based. You don't have a lot of 

measurem@nts ml people. You do have a certain a~~~~t 

of problems with coding data from questionnaFres w&h 

unknowns and so an. so, you could have missed same 

smafl effect here in this intentional loss group heare, 
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1 suppose. 

But 1 just draw your attention to the 

difference in findings here versus those on the 

preceding transparency where there was a clear 

association for people witfi obesity related 

conditions. r;luzd that's the only study I know of in 

the literature that looks in the large nu em at the 

camequerxces of intentional weight loss. I emphasize 

intentional because the srtodels that ave been 

discussed -- the Framingham study is a w~~d~~f~~ 

study, but itts looking at nat rally occurring 

variations. It's nat looking at dsug induced 

variatians. 

Likewise, of theNurses Health ~t~dyw~~~~ 

has been -- not talked about much here today but has 

been talked abut a lot in terms of obesity. It looks 
* 

at over ~~~,~~~ wumen wha in 1976 were enrolled arnd 

foLlowed for 15 years. It classifies them 

weight at baseline and looks at their later ~~~ta~~ty. 

Well f that's the relation of natu.ra1I.y accurring 

variaticms in body weight and mass with weight c-x 

mortality. X have no reason WI question the data frcm 

that. But naturally occurring variations are not the 

same tkring as intentional weight loss, whether it's by 

dieting OT by drugs and so forth. e preponderance 
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of evidence is that intentional weight loss oes not 

produce Large changes in mortality -- large savings. 

That's going to be important when were 

talking about counterbalancing the ressor effect of 

this drug. The argument is that the effects of weight 

loss as reflected through their effects 0x1 lipids in 

yaur model, -- but the argument is that the effects of 

weight loss are counterbalancing any risk related to 

pressor effect. I submit that that argument is not 

strong. 

Before 1 go on to talk about the model -- 

just on the Nurses Health Study, If d like to make a 

quote from them. They had a small amount QE ata 

about weight change in addition to ~~~ki~g at the 

variations. They said that they examined the rolx of 

weight change during adulthood in relation to the 

overall and cost specific mortality which was later, 

Women who had lost weight did not have s~~i~i~a~~ 

changes. 

NCYW, in the sibutramine mudefing that's 

been &me, we@re looking at -- I'll look at the one at 

the right. These are referred to as cenar:ios having 

beera developed for coronary heart disease using the 

actual mean change of scene in the s~b~trami~e 

studies. NOW we tend to agree that there is a two to 
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thr@e mil~~m@t@r mean change in both systolic and 

diastolic. dew this, of course, refers to eight years 

of follow-up which is kind of a long time I: think to 

be talking about in terms of drugs that have been 

studied for one year. But in any case, I think t 

as a standard for trying to look at benefit/risk 

tradeoff, itls reasonable. 

X agree with this. X have no estion 

about the Framingham data themselves. f think we"re 

all in agreement that there's a two to three 

millimeter mean increase in blood pressure, So, that 

would say llwellf if you took the drug for eight Yeats 

and it sustained that level, them yau would e 

these kinds of risks per million."" This change f 

here in the before drug to the three millimeter here 

would come out -- itfs hard tz, get that on a yeasty 

basis because this would change wit the age of t 

women. But if I do it just dividing by eight, 

basically, we'd come out into an increase in risk of 

about one in 6,000. k'ou'd have an increase in 

coranary heart risk. And you"d have added an to that, 

whatever other vascular disease risk beyond ~~r~~ary 

that was related to that. We'll try to get an order 

of magnitude of what this means down to cubers that 

are easy to think about. 
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So, our big question is, okay, well that~s 

what happens when the blood pressure goes up from 

to 83. Now f is the weight change, as reflected 

through its lipid effects as shown up here -- are we 

really confident that that counterbalances this blood 

pressure risk? T submit that I am not. The reason I 

am not is two-fold. One is, I don8t see the other 

evidence on ineentional weight Lass s~p~ort~~g the 

idea that intentional weight loss, as it might be 

reflected in lipids and so on, real y produces t;h;ese 

changes in mortality. That's not what the other 

evidence says to me. 

The other is that I don't see in the 

data, and revkewing Dr. Colman's review -- now Pve 

seen the later submitted material but, again, it has 

not been submitted in detail for review urrder the 

I don't think the evidence for the lipid effect has 

the kind of consistent and pervasive nature here. I: 

think there clearly is a lipid effect in people who 

luse a lot af weight. They're a relatively small 

fraction of the total exposed populatfon but all af 

the population gets blood pressure effect. So, one -- 

weigh two different categories of information. 

Whereas here, theylre cmtered intu the regression 

models if they have the same weight, ThatQ my 
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understanding. That if thiS effect Were 

counterbalanced by an effect the gnitude of which 

pervasiveness and statistical significance that these 

were the same, why then that's true in ram~~g~arn. 

But I don't think that there is a 

pervasive effect shown up through lipids that"s really 

a weight loss effect that is in studies of people 

without prior comorbidity. T don't think the 

preponderance of evidence supports the concept that 

this counterbalances this, so Pm left with this. d 

saying, "well, we could be talking about an izxrease 

in risk that would have a denominat r in the tens of 

thousands as opposed to the kind of increase in risk 

the other drugs have been approved arrd ave had a 

denominator in the hundreds of thousands." So, 1 

remain concerned about the issue of t e blood pressure 

effect in terms of the mean, but I think it% a 

potentially solvable problem. 

If we could go on to the next 

transparency? whoops -- let"s ski that. This is t 

cafculations that were made from the Hurses Health 

Study based upon the naturally occurring variations in 

weight. What would happen if intentional weight loss 

using the drug produced those and was 

maintaine-d over the 16 years of follow-up in the 
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study? I just don" t feel that there$s a need to go 

into detail about that. 

Okay f if we could go ta the next slide? 

Yes -- well, you've seen this before, We obviously 

have a certain enthusiasm for these data. And there 

has been some questions about them. Maybe I can g.ive 

my opinions on them anyway. 

Why are we focusing on this group? Well, 

because they lost a lot of weight and they would 

therefore be likely to stay an the drug, okay? These 

people -- yes, they had changes in systolic, but they 

did.rVt lose weight so, they're not oing to stay on 

the drug. They'd have a short-term rfsk related to 

the blued pressure but it wouldnJt go on far a long 

time. Thatls why we focused on this roup. The 

here is that 5.t almost seems like to be a d~arn~~ 

relationship between the weight loss and the blood 

pressure increase, at least in this one cut. NOW 

that% not entirely true. There's quite a few stars 

over here and on1 -- a few more crosses, but not too 

many more. 

The point in pointing this out is not to 

draw some ironclad end of the road concfusian. In my 

opinion, what it says is that there needs to be more 

work dune on screening criteria wit regard to the 
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iSSue of there being some people that look like they 

have substantial pressor responses. There"s a 

statement made in the NDA submission that they di 

think there was very many people who had clinFcally 

~rn~or~a~t blood pressure increases. I donft agree 

with that from what I've seen, 

It looks to me like the existing database, 

large database, could be used to test blood pressuse 

screening scenario. For example, sirrtple ones that 

have potential fur being clinically useful: bas~~~~~ 

resting blood pressure, blood press re at two weeks, 

Let's say if one sets some scenarios, say a criterion 

of over five diastolic increase and/or over 1.0 

systolic. If you made that cut and then you look at 

the residual population, are you able there to realty 

get out a group of peopl&? You have enough data to 

track that group. Say if you made that screening cut, 

would that strand out a group of peep e who really are 

having a clinically relevant pressor response? 

Remember, you know, in blood pressure 

epidemiology, as I understand it, it's just as 

iwortant what your rise is from baseline here to here 

as it is from here to here, in terms of the overall 

analyses. So, cut off the deal with things like 

diastolic over 90 and systolic over 140. @present an 
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older thinking about blood pressure than is c~~re~t~y 

state-of-the-art. 

So I'd say if you take the database and 

you say, "okay, what23 your: baseline; bloo 

What's your blood ressure at two weeks?" Subtract 

them, run various scenarios that I, ok at tradeaffs. 

Does that identify and screen out? It3 clinicaUy 

practical. I think there's a reasonable chance that 

using such data, one could identify a screening 

strategy that was practical and that cut a chunk af 

the blood pressure response out. That kind of t 

then could possibly be tested in a short, larg 

simple study that Looks simply at the effect at, sa 

eight weeks. How effective is that screening 

scenario? In other wards, generate the ~~~t~~s~~ 

from the data that are available and test it. I: 

personallty think that sort of thing really needs to 

done with this. Thatfs my response to the ata. 

My last caments I reaPly woul.d like t-0 

address -- Dr. Spigelman and his colleagues had ~~~~ 

and met with us and we had what I felt was an 

imensely productive discussion about the potential. 

for a Phase IV trial were this dmg to be approved. 

1 thought the suggestions made were extremely gocld and 

I think that large simple trials 
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valuable role in @val~a~~~~the~a~~es including drugs. 

I die think, of course, a lot of details wcruld have to 

be worked out. This discussion was August 3Qth, so 

it93 really an end principle. But nevertheless f 1 

think it represents an admirable coming forward in 

statement and principle towards a very valuable idea. 

1 do think myself that this blood pressure issue needs 

to be sorted through more before then. 

$0, that's really th9 essence of 

conclusions about this. f: think we*ve got a ra 

growing marketplace for appetite suppressant drugs, 

At present I we've got a more -- concern abaut t 

pressor effect and its being pervasive than abort 

there being a weight loss lipid effect that really 

cxnfidently from a model -- that*s enough and that 

counterbalances it. X think there is good reason to 

bel.ieve that with. some more work an the ~~~st~~g 

database that a practical hypothesis could be 

developed for blood pressure screening which could be 

fairly rapidly assessed in a fairly simple study and 

might weXl get this then into shape to say, Ifif yjou 

these things n and they're s&n+@ enough to be done in 

widespread practice, that the benefit/risk tradeoff 

would be considerably impsoved. 

Lastly, were that to occur and then the 
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drug were approved, I WRlld' of cuurse, great2y 

support the idea of a large Phase IV trial. Thank 

you. 

Cafe BONE : Are there ~e~t~~n~ from 

the Committee for Dr. Stadel? 

Dr. Kreisberg? 

DR. KREXSBERC: Dr. Stadel, it's my 

understanding that the Williamson study was an 

observational study and there was rmtfiing -- it was a 

prospective study but it was nat randomized. As a 

result of that, there could be ~~~f~und~~g factors 

that lead to the observation that there was d 

reduction in mortality in those women with coexistent 

medical problems who intentionally lost weight, uch 

as other healthier practices that tkey 

I just wonder if you recall from reading 

that article, were all the confounding issues excluded 

as a possibfe explanation? 

Em. STRDEL.: I thought they were pretty -- 

it is an observational follow-up study. guess in 

terms of hierarchy of rigor, I would say ~a~d~rn~~~d 

trial first, obse~ational follow-up study second, and 

synthetic model third. Yes c it93 an ~~s~~at~~~a~ 

follow-up study. 

x think the way that that issue was 
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approached was retty good. There are two levels, 

One was stratification on baseline istory with 

clearly different results in study using the same 

methodology for those two groups. That is, those that 

had a history of baseline were analyzed. 

Baselineobesftyrelated 

were analyzed as one group. Those that did nat were 

analyzed in as a separate group The results are 

different. The study methodology in the two raups 

was the same. The finding is specific ta obesity 

related cancers and to diabetes related death. lx’s 

not pervasive across all causes of death which is w 

I migfit expect if there were uncontrolle residual 

canfounding. 

Also, in additiontothe stratification on 

baseline history, there was a good deal of cmvasiate 

data taken in the' history that was used for some 

fairly extensive regression modeling. 

change much of the conclusions. It's always kind of 

comforting when you do these things -- if you take 

these kinds of stud&es, if you take the crude and you 

do regression modeling on possible ~~~~~~nders and it 

doesn"t change mucfi,. It's always possible, but 

there's some point at which you get tfred and you say, 

"well, it look;; like that's probably true."" 
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Lastly, after stratifying on the baseline 

history, they omitted the first three years of 

mortality follow-up precisely to get away from things 

that were related to uncontrolled confounding during 

that period. So, 1 think on a big brusfi stroke, on a 

big picture thing, I'm reasonably ~~rnf~rtab~e that 

it9 a pointer in the right direction. I: think like 

with all these big observational studies, yau trade 

generalizability and size for precision. That93 a 

tradeoff. 

CHAL BONE : Other questions from the 

Committee concerning the content of Dr, StadePs 

presentation? 

The Chair has a question. It93 a similar 

question to the one IWe asked a couple of ot 

times. I keep hearing this figure of two or three 

miZIimeters of mercury increase in blood pressure as 

the estimate of the pressar effect. But when I look 

at particularly the larger studies -- and~arti~~~a~~y 

the 852 study which is by far the la 

also accounts for the long-term observation in the 

extension -- it looks to me as though the pressor 

effect may be somewhat larger iE one confines oneself 

to the doses that are likely to be e loyed in 

clinical practice. 

NEAL R. GROSS 
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Did YOU analyze this from that 

perspective f or has anyone else in the Agency de any 

kind of formal estimate of the pressor effect based an 

likely clinical dosage? 

DR. S"S"AI=>EL: I think that the answer is I 

didn't. My focus here has been on -- you have a mean 

increase. It could be three mfS,Zfmeters. 

four mi12,imeteers. It9 more important to me to say is 

there a meaningful path towards a screening ~~~~~d~re 

that gets out of group. Then if you subtract t&em out 

and recompute the mean, you can play that against your 

made1 on the mean. 

so, my facus in the time ?CWe had 

available has been to try to say what can be done hexx~ 

to separate -- it looked pretty clear to me that there 

is a blood pressure responding group wfth a21 -- s~rn~ 

people don't agree with that and that"s what X see. 

So, that's where 'I put the focus of the attention- I 

guess I"d want to say if the mean in that study was 

four or five, again, the question to me becomes if you 

take thase data and yau run some screening scc%zaricx, 

and you look at what if S strip out this respanse 

group? -- and there's still a group ixz which the drug 

is working we11 and itls a matter of, like with so 

many things, of screening aut some people for whom a 
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particular trreatnent isnT necessarily the ~~~~tth~~~ 

and saying for the residual graup, are you getting 

that mean down somewhat? That is the direction I 

went. 

SO‘ I have not looked study-by-study to 

say was there significant variation in the mean 

because I personally think the more important issue is 

the other end. 

cmrw BONE : It does have an impact on 

the magnitude of effect predicted in these models 

though. 

DR. STADEL: X agree with that. 

carp BONE : Thank you. 

DR. STrnEL : And it kes ite a bit 

difference if you go from two to four and you don't 

have any counterbalance. Then you~e tal.king instead 

of one in 6,000 in here, ycWre talking one in ~~~~~. 

It’s a bfg absa2.ute risk -- 1 don't want you to think 

that 1% diminishing the point, I"rn just trying to 

answer -- 

cHAIE;EMA;N BOINB: But you haven't addressed 

that systematically? 

DR.-STADEL: -- what I: focused on. 

carp Born: Right. Thank you. 

Okay, other questions from embers of the 
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CQmittee? 

Fine. Then we'll go alzead. Sn addition. 

to having presentations -- 

Thank you very much, re Stadel. 

In addition to having presentations by 

members of the Agency staff, we also have a guest 

member and consultant. Dr. John Flack, wha is 

sitting here, as I mentioned, as a guest memer and 

consultantwiththe Committeewillmake a presentation 

on the h~ertension aspects of ttxis probfem as w&U;. 

DR. FLACK: can you ear me in the back? 

Okay. 

Can J: have the first slide, please? 

I want to clear up one thing before S: 

start and that is, I'm not a surgeon. Pm not ix 

person who goes in and tucks stomachs out and ekes 

people lose weight or stuff like that. P actually 

an internal medicine doctor, cardiovascular 

epidemialogist and hypertensfon specialist. Y 

perspective is going to be, really, taking one foot 0x1 

the mare globa approach, thinking about the entire 

group of patients and risk in aft overa group of 

people who have received this dsl-ug, as well as more 

high risk approach. Can you screen out fndivfduals 

who might be harmed or might not receive enefit from 
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the more clinicaJ approach. Pll have a foot in both 

camps. 

This is a tremendous probl.em. My talk 

today is really not to ga back and rehash a lot of 

numbers l I'm going to really synthesize what93 been 

said because virtually everything that you need to 

have seen to understand what I'm going to tell you, 

you"ve seen, maybe with the exception of one slide 

which X apologize for not having ma 

T live in a region of the country where 

obesity is rampant. Seventy-two percent of Afrfcan- 

American women in the Southeastern part of the United 

States in the stroke belt are overweight. I: live in 

a state, North Carolina, where physical activity ranks 

last in the country. We're actually 49th. The only 

reason we weren't 50th is because Rhode Island dicWt 

report. We're ali0 mybe the vice capital of the 

world outside of Las Vegas too, because we make a lot 

of cigarettes. 

So, I am very familiar with the clinical 

problem as well as the epidexniologic problems with 

obesity, Clearly, obesity influences hypertension and 

influences blood pressure, and affects certain 

pqmLations more-so than others. As a clinician, S am 

very, very interested in the ability to treat obesity 
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with safe and effective therapies with more than just 

behavioral modification, which does work but is tough 

to actually implement over the long-term. 

well, there's some major questions that 

got in my review of this extensive amount of data that 

was supplied to me. I actually consider it a 

privilege to have had the opportunity to do it because 

it was very -- it was a lot of information and it was, 

I: think, a very important task. 

The first quest.ion is, is the pressor 

effect of sibutramine clinically relevant? ~~~ta~~~y 

not for everyone. In a population, even a two or 

three millimeter mercury shift may be significant. Tn 

a clinical setting, that's not going to be relevant 

for all the patients. But for a subset of patients, 

people who are not neeessz%riZy at the central t~~de~~y 

of blood pressure change but are in the o~tl~e~s~ it 

may be very important. 

If SQ, in what patient subgru~ps wou2,d ~~~ 

wish to avoid this effect? Same of what Pm going to 

say today really is predicated on the assumption that 

if the drug were to be approved, how would I like to 

see it used and labeled, and what=. 3: think is 

reasonable based on what we've seen, Because some of 

the decisions we're going to have to make, we simrply 
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don't have information at this point in time an 

certain subgroups. 

There's several manifestations of the 

pressor effect that YOU can emonstrate with 

sibutramine. The first is increased resting blood 

pressure, clearly a dose related phenomenon. Both 

systolic and diastolic pressure tend to go up. Now f 

there's been a lot of talk about the adulatory blood 

pressure, problems with the machfne, random error and 

problems wit dependability of t e machine that was 

used in the very small ambulatory blood pressure 

studies. 

1 would agree with Dr. Bone that ran 

variability should simply affect both groups and not 

one group preferentially over the other. Therefore, 

it shouldn*t really create systematic differences 

between groups. In fact, random variability in a 

study usually kills study power and b urs differences, 

and so, the differences that we saw in a~u~ato~~ 

blood pressure which in some hours of the day were in 

the doWLe digita, higher on sibutramine, are a cause 

far concezx and further study- 

The amelioration or the attenuation of the 

nocturnal, fall in blood pressure is as we11 a iSSUE! 

that wa8 surfaced in the anrtbulatory blood pressure 
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monitor studies, again, with the stated problems and 

witkr the device and the study design. Again, this is 

something that did come out. When weVe treating high 

blood pressure, certainly one of the things we want to 

do is control. the pressure throughout the 24 hour 

period of time. 

Now, there's data discussedby the spsnsor 

-- are the blood pressure change distributions by the 

sponsor discussed and there's a talk that it's a shift 

of the distribution, a blood press-ure change to the 

right, which would give you a small average increase. 

Certainly that does occur, but there's sorn~t~~~g else 

that happens with the drug that's going to have direct 

clinical and practical implications. And that is, not 

only is the distribution shifted but there's a dosct 

dependent flattening of the dist~~but~o~ with an 

increasing size of the right tail. asically rn~a~~~g 

that if the distribution of the bh.md, pressure change 

looks Like this and this is a zero change and it% 

shifted over a couple millimeters of rne~~~~y, what 

weire basically seeing is that with giving the drug, 

the right part of the curve gets fatter: and you get 

more outlfera along wit:,h that, giving it a central 

tendency. 

That gets you to the more hi 
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strategy that makes that important, and ow du you 

identify these patients who are likely to have 

sizeable increases in blood pressure who you clearly 

up front, wouldn’t even want to be exposed to the 

drug. people who it might be worth taking that risk, 

how do you identify them and monitor themonce they'ra 

on therapy? 

What are the implications of this right 

tail shift in the blood pressure change distribution? 

To me, what it really means is that the random 

variability of the blood pressure is occurring at a 

higher absolute level. That's not terribly exciting, 

but true. The variation in blood pressure from 

looking at the dfstribution curves Qr the change 

curves really is still random. But it actually is 

more often in an upward than in a downward 

particularly as you push the dose up and flatten the 

central tendency and make the increase a part of the 

curve fatter. 

In the material, the editors talk about 

outliers at three standard deviations -- 

GKAIW BONE: Just a short intetission 

while we"re correcting the microphone. 

Em. FLACK : ~herre's talk about three 

standard deviations. Probably a more routine 

NEAL R. GROSS 
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definition of an out1ier is two standard deviations. 

Two standard deviations away from the central 

tendency, you're pretty much sure that that kind QE 

change -- whether it be an increase or a decrease -- 

is not random and does not belong to what we call the 

zero change distribution. Those are peuple who are 

true outliers. 

If you took everyone in here as they 

walked out of the room, measured their blood pressure 

today, brought you back a week, a month later and 

measured your blood pressure again, we would see a 

change distribution that would be bell shaped, okay? 

It would be greatest around zeroI the zero change 

distribution, But if you were two standard deviations 

or more away from that zero change distribution from 

the central tendency of that, then we would call you 

an outlier. Certainly, this is an epidemiologic and 

statistical principle that the frequency of true 

outliers is related to the central tendency, ThereQ3 

also an exaggeration of the effect out in the tails 

where there93 smaller numbers of people that are 

having larger changes that we would be concerned 

about. 

The epidemiologic risk/benefit of the 

analyses, I think the models themseWes, the 
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Frami~g~am data, is a very valid data set, The 

analysis is fine and is certainly the a~~ro~~~at~ 

~@thodalogy to Look at the overall i act * Not ta 

identify igh risk people, but to look at the overalcl. 

impact. One shortcoming of the Fra~~gham data is 

obviously they're not meaning minorities. The risk 

functions are likely to be different, but still, I 

believe it's a valid population ta make estimates 

from. 

I do though think that the info~t~on 

included in these models with the i~ruvement in the 

lipid profile with weight loss, really, across the 

studies is not consistently observed. So, & would 

agree with the previous speaker than Fram~~gham 

estimates really should be redone without t 

favorable changes in lipids included. Because there's 

clearly not a demonstrable benefit across the studies 

in the lipid profile. That will change some of time 

tradeaff risk estimates that were made. 

NOW, here's what I'm going to extrapolate 

because there's really not a lot of ata based an the 

clinical trials to make these firm -- you can't go to 

the bank with this, but you can know from your 

experience as a clinician in understanding the 

pathqphysiafogy of disease or people whlo al-e likely to 
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not do well with a pressor effect from a drug or from 

activation of the sympathetic nervous system. YOU 

could really come across several. disease categories 

that you'd be concerned about. 

One, I would be definitely concerned about 

poorly controlled hypertension. The sponsor mentioned 

this and it's very appropriate. I: would suggest that 

anyone with a systolic pressure over 165Q ur a 

diastolic over 100 or both who fit what we call stage 

two hypertension -- have anything above stage one 

h~ertens~on -- this drug really should not bf;;; used in 

them. Patients with known coronary artery disease, 

angina pectoris. Certainly a lot of patients ave a 

calcoronary disease. You?re more likely to have it 

the older you get. But if you have known coronary 

artery disease, X believe that that is a very clear 

marker for caution, or perhaps even a 

contraindication. 

Congestiveheart failure ~sv~ry~reva~e~t 

amongst the elderly. So is obesity. Congestive beart 

failure is clearly a diseases state where activation of 

the swathetic 33@3ZY=VY3US syst@m Es ~rubl~~ti~ * 

Mortality reduction in many studies fs related to the 

sympathetic nervous system suppression, Does that 

mean that sympathetic nervous system suppression is 
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causing it? No. But we do how that the mar18 

uncompensated congestive heart failure is, the higher 

the activation of sympathetic nenmus system is. SO, 

it would make SWS~ in thase patients mt to overload 

the ventricle with the ~ressor response andfor an 

increase in sympathetic nervous system activity which 

is already high in this group. 

Patients who have had troke or TIA -- 

again, 1 think would be a cautionary group. I'm not 

suggesting that every condition up here is an absolute 

cantraindication, but 1 think these are the c~nd~t~~~~ 

that should be in the discussion 

contraindications are derived and f. belling is being 

decided. Cardiac tachyarrhythmias clearly are a grou 

of people -- perhaps even atria1 tachyarrhythm~a~ a8 

w&U as ventricular arrhythmias -- the drugs ~~~u~d 

either be avoided or used with extreme caution. 

Nuw , diabetes -- said earlier didn"t 

appear to be any specific harm w f-h the drug in 

diabetic patients, but what was evident to me in t 

studies that were provided wa8 that the efficacy 

appeared to be less in the diabetic populatian. Dr, 

Sherwin painted aut this morning to me that in 

diabetic patients, there's already a concern abcwt 

swathetic nervous system activation. so, you wadd 
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not want to necessarily undertake tche use of this drug 

if there+ not a proven efficacy there. 

patients with hyperthyroidism as well, yau would not 

want to activate the sympathetic nervous system. 

My final slide, in conclusion -- I maybe 

even going to ga a littie bit further and try to tie 

all this tagether. I think that the total 

of sibutramine should be 20 milligrams per day or less 

and IS milligrams per day or less would be ideal QT 

preferable to that. Because a lot of the t 

you s~?e with the blood pressure are dose related. 

There's a dose related flattening of the curve -- mure 

extreme values are going to be seen at the her 

CfbX?S. And yeq there is an increas in efficacy but 

it's a tradeoff. It's a balancing of makin 

available far people who have a very i artant 

prablem. Pm nat trying to say that all. of the 

benefits have got to be cardiovascular, but trying to 

prevent harm from certain people who might experience 

cardiovascular problems. 

~l'he number of conditions fur which this 

drug is contraindicated should rsally be expmded, in 

my view, based on what I'vs seen in tkrie 

submission. More investigation into the effeczts of 

this drug on ambulatory blood pressure should 
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performed. Future studies really should standardize 

bfcxx3 pressure medication dosing, look at peak trough 

ratios, which are very important we believe in 

evaluating the efficacy of anti-hpertensive agents. 

I would echo the comment made earlier about studying 

African-Americans, Hispanics, and if possible American 

Endians because each one of those popuJatians is 

disproportionately affected by disease. This is nut 

about being politically correct or anythin This is 

about really Froviding clinicians with the kizzd of 

information that's needed for subgroups when these 

drugs come to market. 

Because if you cume to my practice in 

Winston-Salem, North Carolina, a lot of the peaple who 

are going to be asking fur this drug -- yes, there 

will be white women and maybe a few White men, but a 
I 

lot of African-American patients. I live in a tawn 

that #s 40 percent Mrican-Amwican. I thfnk we can 

make the same kind af statements for Hispanics and 

Amxican Indians, X think for the sponsorj it was a 

very important market for them a@ well. So, Ild like 

to see that data and not just refexred to, 

actually presented ta us where we can look at dose 

response cards and look at efficacy. 

YOU know, fur blood pressure drugs ,, there 
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my be diffesences in dose respanse curves. It 

doesn't mean the drugs don"t work across different 

groups' but there may be differences in dase response 

curves as well as modifying factors that influence 

dose response. 

Finally, I'd like to make a strong pitch 

fur mare work to be done in older people. Older 

people are going to have a lot of conditions which 1 

would believe that may cause us to at least use a drug 

with caution. And as well, older people in this 

society are becoming increasingly obese. There" 8 a 

Lot of overweight older people. Less than one percent 

of the availaXLe database in the submission that X s 

was from people, I believe, Over 65 years of age. I 

think beefing up the database there would be 

important. 

So, what 1 tried to do was to really give 

you an overview as a clinician as well as a ~l~n~~a~ 

researcher with one foot in both camps8 and provide 

yau a ba3,anced view of what I really thought should 

happen with this drug. My impression of this drug was 

that it clearly lowers -- reduces weight. There are 

some issues though with blood pressure that are going 

to be much more magnified in subsets of patients. But 

it doesnlt negate the fact that yes, even in the 
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overall population, the two to three millimeter 

mercury shift will be an issue but it's not the 

inrmediate clinica issue that it is in subgmups of 

patients that I described. we should focus 

there. 

Thank you very much for your attention. 

CHAIRMAN BONE : Are there questians from 

members of the Committee for Dr. Flack concerning his 

presentation? 

potentially add peripheral vascular isease, 

recognizing that patients with cmronary disease ofterr. 

have peripheral vascular disease? 

DR* FLACK: Yes I Yes, your point is well. 

taken. That was inadvertently left off. People with 

peripheral vascular disease could p~t~ntia~~y 

harmed by the pressor effect as we11 as by raised 

blood pressure. 

Marcus l 

CHID BONE: Dr. Krebberg and then Dr. 

DR. KREISBERG: Johz~, yo mentioned it: 

you passed over it pretty quickly. It seems to me 

that you've identified obvious cardiovascular risk 

factors but there are mmypeople who are as~t~~tic 
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who actually are at very high risk for events because 

of multiple risk factors -- 

DR. FLACK: Right. 

DR. KREISBERG: - ." sort of on the 
threshold of an event, but not yet there. x: just 

wonder whether you thought that you should expand your 

recommendation to include those? 

DR. FLACK: Well, certainly you can say 

that the people who have these conditions and 

peripheral vascular disease are patients you"d want tzr 

avoid the pressor or the SNS effects af the drug. 

There are clearly people who have these problems that 

we don't really know in clinical. practice. 

r: gusss that's what you're getting at, 

people wha maybe have multiple risk factors or igh 

risk for vascular disease but yet have never d~~~a~~d 

themselves dinfcally. 1 think ye, have to use t 

drug there with more caution, Pm not saying you 

don"t use it in those patients who havenT really 

declared themselves because ruling out something is 

psclbably ane af the hardest things to da in medicine 

because there's always ORE more task you can do in a 

widespread, even a clinic population. Watch fur 

screening of pec@e, say, with echcxs to make sure 

they don"t have heart failure is probably not going to 
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be feasible to do. 

So, I think that's wfctere clinical judgmemt 

is really going to come in and I'm not sure that that 

can be ~317. pnxxxibed from here but should be 

discussed. 

DFZ. KREISBERG: Well, it seems aZmost like 

a paradox that the people who are at the ILeast rfsk 

are the best candidates and the patients who are at 

the greatest risk wha might derive the most benefit, 

if there is health benefit af weight reduction, are 

the ones that youCre less inclined to use it on. 

DR. FLACK: Yes. There is a 

guess the main benefit of the drug is weight lass. 

For all the psychological and feeli gs of well being 

and all. that that bri~q -- produces dis~~~rn~~at~o~ 

and things like that. We focus on the cardiavascu1ar 

effects but the cardiovascular effects are probably 

limiting t&2 use af the drug in some of the higher 

risk peagfe. 

But you're right, the primary benefit far 

weight loss and where ycsufre going to uset the drug 

where the cumpeting risk and benefits of the drug are 

going to get yau into least trouble arcs those who are 

at the lowest rfsk, 

DR. KREISBERG: Thank you, 
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Cafe BONE : Dr. Marcus had a question. 

DR. cus : 1 didn't notice in the MDA 

materials. Has anybody looked at an ~~t~r~~t~Q~ 

between smoking and the hypertensiv Do we 

know anything about that? 

DR. FLACK: I don't know. 

have to ask the sponsor about that. I honestly don"t 

know the resuJt an that. 

Kind of as a follow-up to that, there also 

may be differences in blood pressure drugs which 

influence sympathetic nervous system activity in one 

direction or the other versus those that dorvt. 

Again, 1 dons know that informatian. Maybe the 

sponsor does. 

Carp BONE: I'm just going to ask Dr. 

Spigelman to specifically answer, if he as the 

info3z%llation, on i&eraction with smoking. Sf you 

don't, yuu don't. 

DR. SHERWIN: Or caffeine. 

Cafe BONE : And what about with 

caffeine? 

mrm BUNEZ The spansor statas that 

they have3 not looked at those interactj,ons 

specifically. 
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Are there other westions for Dr. Flack 

from the committee? 

Thank you very much. 

DR. FTJACK : Ifd like to make one final 

comment * 

CHAIRMAN BQNE : Oh, yesf please. 

DR. FLACK : 1 don"t know if f said this or 

not but clearly, in addition to the subgroups I"ve 

proposed that ought to be looked at in further detail, 

the ambulatory blood pressure onitor studies 

definitely need to be reconstituted and redme as wekl. 

because I think t ere are some issues that were raise 

that we922 in limbo about. 

CmXRMAN BONE: Thank you. 

Dr. CQlmzUl, can you teI.3. us when -- or 

perhaps the sponsor can )-- when was the a~~~at~~y 

blood pressure munitoring study completed? Wkren was 

that fzxmpleted? AU I need to know is the date. 

DR. SEATUN: 2991 it was done. 

(ZIX.AIR,MAN BONE: Thank you. 

Oh, Dr. Sherwin? 

DR. ~~~RW~~~ Time, let93 get to that, 

yes. 

CHAIaMigpJ BONE: okay, tht; time has c~2me 

for discussion for dfscussian amcmgst the Co~ttee. 
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Ch.mt to clarify one point, Dr. Flack and 

Dr. Zawadzki are both here to participate in the 

discussian but are not members of the CQ~itt~e as it 

stands, so will not vate. But they are irxvited ta 

participate in the discussion with the regular 

Committee members. 

I"m going to just briefly summarize the 

four questions that the Committee will be asked to 

vote an. We're going to discuss for however lang it 

takes amongst the Commfttee. Then we will vote on 

each of these questims in turn, The Ca ittee 

rn~~~rs wf3.f be asked to vote yes cx no on each 

these questions based on the data in the NE%, based on 

the data that have actually been submitted and 

reviewed. The Committee members may wish to add 

additional comments about what additional data they 

would need or what might modify their position if the 

data became available but we will be voting the 

established data, 

The four questions are firstly, dues 

sibutramins meet the guidance criteria f 

effectivenass for weight loss? Secondly, is t 

pressor effect of sibutratine clinically impsstant? 

Thirdly, do the ben@fEits of sfbutramine outweigh the 

risks? Fourthly, if sibutramfne were ta be approved 

NEAL FL GROSZi 
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far marketing, should there be a Phase IV study? d 

X pmmme that people will be asked to 

0x1 what they thought tile elements might be lin light of 

prior discussion, 

Pm now going to open the floor for 

discussion and comments on any of these issues by 

members of the Committee. Xt seems that there is rrat 

a dispute about whether there is a pressor effect. 

That seems to be established through some d~s~~ssi~n 

about the other implications here that wt3 have before 

us. 

Perhaps what we might do if the C~~itt~~ 

is agreeable is just go around the table for co ent $3 

to get the discussion going. Perhaps we'll start with 

Mr. Molitch. 

DR, MOLITCH: You mean on question one? 

CwAIRfrl BONE: No, ycwre niot confined to 

the structure of the question. This is a eneral 

discussion at this point. You're certainI.ywelcome to 

discuss any paints that have occxxred to you or yarr 

can pass if you want to and talk later, 

DR. MULXTQH: 1 don#t think there's any 

question, at lea t fn my g&n&, about t e effectiveness 

of the drug for a substantial portfan oQ the 

population. I: think the pressor effect fs of CCXXXX~. 
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Actually, one thing that dlid c~~ur to me 

as X was listening to this on one areia that was real 

not. addressed very much today but in some of t 

materials that we were sent were same of the 

comparison studies with dexfenfluramine. Looking at 

the weight 10s~ studies, I was actually interested to 

know what happened to blood pressure in those studies 

in the placebo versus the sibutramine studies, versus 

the dexfenfluramine studies? e blood pressure 

rise in the dexfenfluramine treated studies in t 

comparison studies? Do we have! that ~nf~~ti~n~ 

C~XRMAN RUNE: That's a spetzifFc estian 

far the sponsor which we'll ask the to answer very 

concisely. 

Do you have the data and what was the 

result? 

DR. KELLY: X don't have any data to show 

you but I can tell you that the blasd pressure changes 

on sibutramine and the two dexf~nf~urami~~ studios 

were consistent with the overall blood pressure 

changes in the overall database- The patients on 

dexfenfluratine had small decreases in both systolic 

and diastolic blood pressure and in cart rate, 

cmx RUNE : Thank you. very cancise * 

Let's see, Dr. Zawadzki, perhaps you'd 
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like to ~~~e~t in general at this paint? o yuu have 

anything that you'd like to introduce into the 

discussion? 

DR. ZAWADZKI: 1 have a question Ifve been 

wondering about as we've been discussing here. This 

is a drug that potentially would be appraved for 

chronic user but we know that most people do not take 

medication indefinitely. One set of data that I 

nat seen is what happens to blood pressure after 

discontinuation of the drug, speci ically to those 

individuals in whom blood pressure ecomes elevated 

during the use of the drug? 

C2XA.I~ BONE: I think itls a very 

interesting question. Can the sponsor specifically 

answer that exact question? In patients w 

experience an increase in blcmdpressure on drug, what 
. 

happens to the blood pressure when it stops? 

DR. SPIGELMAN: It goes down. 

CMXRMAN BONE: Thank yuw. 

Does it go back ta baseline? 

DR. SPIGELMAN: We have variable periods 

of follow-up. By three manths, certainly it9 back to 

baseline. By sne month, it was almost there. Wetd 

have to go through the data to give u the details. 

CRAIRMAhf BONE: Thank you. 

NEAL R. GROSS 
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Dr. Kreisberg? 

DR. KREISBERG: WeEl, 3 don' t know how 

much of the comments will actually relate to t 

questions or not. 

CHAXW BONE: rt doesn't matter. 

DR. KREISBERG: 1 have a question far the 

sponsor. That is, do we have any data on p1asm 

catecho1amines during the course of the administrative 

af sibutramine acutely to patients to get a sense of 

the magnitude of the change, if any? Or urinary 

metabolites? 

DR. ~~~~~~~: st introduce Dr. 

Danforth whom weWe asked to look at that specific 

Question, or to look at that area and some f the 

diabetic related questions? 

DR. DANFQRTW This is an i~t~rest~~~ 

questibn. One might expect that a drug that causes a 

reuptake block of nor@pinephrine might actually 

produce an elevation of circulating concentrations of 

norepinephrina depending an the degree of the b3xxk. 

The campany has done five studies to leak 

at this issue. If I could have the red carouse1 

number 273 

CMAIRMAN BONE : Okay, please be extremely 

concise. 
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Ix* ~~F~R~~ well, the bottom line is, 

in the five studies -- concentrations of 

norepinephrine, epinephrine, dopamine were measured 

and were not different from placebo. and there were 

two studies in which urinary event mndelic acid was 

measured and in both of those studies the actual 

values were lower in the drug treated versus the 

placebo. 

cmxm BONE : AU right, thank yen. 

Urinary, epi and norepi as well, were t 

also measured? 

DR, DANFORTH: They weren8t measured. 

C~X~ BONE : Thank you. 

DR. KRBISBERG: x‘d like to just ~~~~~y 

the presentation of the sponsor. I think they used 

the modifying word Wery effective"" in talking about 

medication. I think itts mildly effective, x think 

it is comparable in its effect to d~~fe~f~~~a~~~e 

which ria also mildly effective contrary to what the 

press seems to think about dexfenfluramine. 

Irmcancerned abaut the fssue of the 

xv study. I think you said we cmld have the 

opportunity of cementing on what we think it ought to 

include. I think x can tell you what it should not 

include and 1 d~n"t think it should include the study 
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as proposed by the sponsor. I ave a great of 

difficulty with there comparing their drug to another 

mildly effective drug that is by no means the goal 

standard for promoting weight loss. That drug has 

never been demonstrated to have any effect on the 

clinical endpoints. It seems to me that ti2at92 mure 

of a marketing strategy than it is a real interest in 

determining whether there"s a difference or a benefit 

from weight reduction on cardiovascular endpoints. 

CIZH.AIilzMAN BONE: Thank you, 

Dr. Stadel, did you have something short 

to add ta that? 

DR. STmBL: Yes, 1" d like to make a short 

comment in response to the evolving thing ere t The 

only pressor that I've been involved wfth is the 

IV trial of metformen where the comparison is the 

standard of care. You either add metformen ~a~dorn~~~d 

or you manage the patient as you would otherwise. To 

some degree1 I think one can see this as along dose- 

wise. T.&at is, what is required ozi a company in using 

a Phase SV trial to compare their dru to the safety * 

- 1 think there is an axrgument -- to the safety of 

currently appro7czsed therapies. 

DR. IatEnSEJERG: s thought we were looking 

at efficacy. And the question was whether lowering 
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body weight would reduce clinical en oints? 

Therefore, we need a control group, don"t we? 

DR. STADEL : That's not the question for 

which the study was proposed to me. Xt was proposed 

to me in ~eSp0~Se to Qur Ongoing ciancern about pressar 

effects and about whether this would convey a greater 

net risk in the population than existing proposed 

therapy* Xt was a response to that eon~ept. 

CI3.AIW BONE: So, there's really two 

different objectives here. Dr. Kreisberg is reaUy 

addressing the objective of the effect of cm ~omorbid 

conditions and the overall health impact, and the 

other addresses, let's say, a more ci~~~~s~r~~~d 

issue. 

Dr. Critchlow, did you have a foment at 

this point? 

DR. CRXTCHLOW: Just at this point, 1 

wanted to concur with Drs. Flack and Stadel with 

respect to their analysis of the epidemiologic model. 

Another quick question, given the 

titration schedule which I think is good in keeping 

patients cm the lowest dose possible, ia there any 

data to suggest that the a~pr~~~~t~ly third of the 

patients who do not respond to the ten ~lligram dose 

in losing four pounds in four weeks, do they have t 
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Same probability of responding when they go up to 15 

as those initially put on the 25 and then 2O? 

Cf3Afm BONE : That9 an interesting 

question. Comments from the sponsor were s~~ew~a~ 

contradictory in the morning. One suggestion was that 

patients who were started on the drug and didn"t lose 

four pounds in the first month should be dis~~~t~~~ed. 

The other suggested that the dose should be increased. 

Now, da we have specific information - 

specific information -- on the likelihood af a 

response as a result of dose escalation after four 

weeks? 

DR. SPIGELM: I think the fact that 1 

didn't come across clearly is a problem that I really 

would like to clarify just to make sure that the 

Committee understands what the position is, if X 
. 

could? 

~~~ BONE: Please. 

DR. ~~~~E~~~ The dose titration is 

geared both toward safety and efficacy. It probably 

wasn't picked up but one of the overheads that Dr. 

Seaton showed was that, in fact, if you look at 

elevation of blood pressure as measured by a rise of 

ten millimeters or mure in twa consecutive visits -- 

wfifch is perhaps arbitrary, but we feel more 

NEAL R. EROSS 
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clirzically relevant than a single visit -- the vast 

majority of those are detected wit in four weeks of 

starting therapy. Seventy-five percent af those 

patients who ultimately will have, during the cxmrse 

af the total therapy, two consecutive visits where 

blood pressure rises either systolic or diastolic by 

ten millimeters of mercury or more, can be detected 

within the first eight= weeks of therapy. Over 50 

percent within the first four. That was t 

that Dr. Seaton showed. 

The titration schedule is geared around 

enhancing both efficacy and safety. So t in fact, 

if a patient is noted to have an inmeased e~@va~~~~ 

that is clinicaffy not acceptable to the treating 

physician -- and in the vast majorit of cases, tkx3e 

will be detected early. Not at 12 months -- then th 

patient should be discontinued. 

8ONE : X don't think t 

Crftchlowcs question though, Thank yau for that 

informatian. 

T)r. Critchlaw's questionwaswe've had two 

prcqasals about: what to da with a person whu doesWt 

lose at least four pounds in one mcmth. One is to 

dfscontinue the patient and the other is to increase 

the dose. The information suggest&q discantinuation 
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seems to be clearer. The response rate, we were very 

convincingly shown, was very pear if patients don't 

Lose four pounds in the first four weeks. 

1s there any evidence that increasing the 

dose at that point is likely to result in a response? 

DR. SPTGELMAH: The evidence comes from 

the response curves Fn the prospective study by 

subtractfng what patients respond at ten versus five, 

at 1.5 versus 10. We do not have a titration study in 

which we have studied thase patients who do go from I. 

to 15, but we have na reason to think that the data 

that gives subtracted differences -- there is a 

population who do not respond at 20. There is a 

population who do not respond at 15, similarly at any 

dose. 

CHAI BOrSE: So, your assum~ti~n is 

that the response rate at 15 minus t e response rate 

at 10 would be the incremental respanse rate? 

DR. SPLGEZM3slrJ: That93 correct, 

CHAIrn BONE: But there9s no actual 

trial of any kind to test that so far? 

DR. spryer: That"@ correct. It comes 

from the data that we prssc;nted. 

cMA1m BUNE: Thank yau. 

Dr. MarcusF do you have questions OX= 

NEAL R. GROSS 
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DR. MARCUS: Yes. Once again, it‘s on the 

issue of blood pressure. r think that I'RI 

sufficiently concerned about that that I think a 

formal and good study of blood pressure as a primary 

endpoint needs to be undertaken. And I think it 

should be undertaken in a way that the usual sorts of 

anti-hypertensive big trials woul endorse. Xt should 

have readings of supine sitting standing bZoad 

pressure. I don't know what the current status is af 

what they call random zero readings to get aut -- ways 

to get out the bias of the interpret r in reading the 

results. To go into it in a formal and estabLished 

method that. the hypertension community would accept. 

Furthermare, tkrere's many Questions about 

interactions of this drug with such every day events 

such as alcahal, anti-hypertensive medication of 

various sorts, diuretics, caffeine, tobacco, ~r~~a~~y 

a zfllian others that simply have not been addressed 

and need to be. The final issue; once again, is to 

explore the interactions with bload pressure and 

efficacy in an ethnically representative ~Q~u~a~~~n* 

'3: remember maybe a year-and-a- 

half ago when we had the first meeting to discuss 

guidelines. T remember Dr. Bray saying, VAmm, 
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folks, if you 8 re Xoaking ese mrkers 

cardiovascular risk, that's not where the action is in 

the drugs wet re asking you to consider for these 

patients," That ff the patients we"re talking about 

with profound obesity had those risk factors, they 

would have died. WeQ'e talking about a com@etely 

different set of risks. WeYe talking about sleep 

apnea, WeYe talking about the need to Zose 40 pa~nds 

so that a patient can undergo surgery. 

Dr. Bray made a very eloquent a~d~~we~f~~ 

presentation to fOCUS this Committee on that 

particular aspect of obesity, X haven't heard a 

single word about that aspect of it in the entire 

presentation ever since that meeting. ;Zt"s kind of 

Iike that was it, yau know? Tt93 got my vote. Then 

ever since then, it was completely ignored. x WQUld 

make a plea that we should consider also some f the 

aspects that were contained therein. 

~~~ BOm: Dr. New, do yau have 

cements or further questions? 

DR. NEW: Perhaps my co esnts will seem 

I.fke being perseverant QXY perhaps xeflecting the fact 

that X take care aE very yazutg subjects fn which bbod 

pressure is extremely varSabJIe. It really depends on 

whether t:fie child or adla2escent is sitting, sta~d~~g~ 
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supine f has rested fsr five minutes, has had an 

~~ir~us episode because blood has been taken, the size 

gf the cuff that"s being used when t blood pressure 

is taken, whether the child is screaming, perfQ~i~g 
a VztlsaJva maneuver and other things. 

I looked at the rneth~d~~~gy for th;e 

measuring of blood pressure here and it says that they 

used the Krackaff sound disappearance as the diastolic 

and that the patient was seated for five minutes. J: 

think that's a better description than 1 read in mast 

adult literature but -- and because I work in 

hypertension all the time, these factors are e~t~~rn~ly 

important. 

Secondly, when T addressed Dr. Colman -- 

and I seem t;o have lost my mind because 1 wanted 

something in sleep -- the fact of the matter is that 

the way I wauld plot this data if 1 were doing this 

study is I would plot the blood pressure and tile 

several blood pressures at every monthly period or 

visit to skrow the vasiabifity and the tracking af that 

bled pressure, I dart know, for fnstance, whether 

the bloti presrsure was nths than at 12 

manths. YOU really have ta check every individual in 

the bkaad pressure and to show the centiles that he's 

in, and whether the centile comes up. Only then can 
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YQU tell if YOU have a bled Pressure effect of this 

drug which is consistent. 

1 said it before. X think we need some 

sOSt of indication of the standard deviation of t 

measurement and 1 don92 see that, 

~~~~ BONE: Dr. Illingsworth? 

DR. I~~rNGSWU~T~~ T just echo the 
comments made concerning the proposed Phase IV trfal, 

that I wauld also have reservations a out a corrrparison 

with another drug, particularly if morbidity is going 

to be one of the endpoints. Because X don't t:hink in 

two years in a patient without coronary artery 

disease, yougll get any difference in morbidity or 

mortality. 1 think although you could make a case for 

doing it with an active central, J think % would 

certainly endorse the need to do a placebo cantrol2ed 

trial and to see what happens long-term. That93 the 

only way we811 find out what's thhe incidelrce of 

h~ert~~s~~~ going up substantia12, in subsets af 

patients or provide this kind of a study. 

GNafRMAN BONE: : Thank ycu, Dr. 

Illingsworth. 

Dr. Colley? 

DR. CULLBY : I would echo Dr. Marczrs8 

comments as well fn obtaining data with patients using 
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c~h@r substances that would increase blood pressure, 

ping8 smoking, other risk factors like smaking that 

wiU incxfzase the rate of hypertensian that we doaft 

have data on. Again, althaugh the subset may be 

proportionately small thatpeoplewho have s~gn~f~~a~t 

increases in blaad pressure, it's clearly a definite 

subset that does. This is a drug that's Ii 

used in much iarger population than simply the B&U 

greater than 27 as is indicated. For that reason, X 

think the need to be vigilant as to the adverse 

effects is especially important. 

Carp BQNE : Dr. Sherwin? 

DR. SHERWIN : I think one af the ~~~~nts 

earlier I liked because it really is -- I think it was 

Bob who said it's a paradox that the people who this 

drug probably would be best fcxI the people have the 

least problems. The peuple with the must ~umur~id~ty 

perhaps, are t:le poorest risk for this drag. 

One of the problems with the people who 

have very few problems and have obesity is -- and tile 

~~a~u~ we think that they have igher risks of 

hypertensfon and diabetes and dyaIipidemi,a relates to 

resistance. This is the underlying Eactur, we 

b#?lievCS, that contributes to al1 these other 

cu~licatiuns. x haven@ t heard anything yet about 
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insuUn resistance, insuW~ action except for one 

study in SQRM? ob/ob mice which clearly don't relate to 

hail problems. SQ, this is a unique animal made1 of 

obesity which prubably duesnft relat 

at all, which is a disease of leptin deficiency. 

so, my feeling is, number one, I was 

struck by that absence of informatio for me to assess 

peaple wlho were healthy and looking at ~~~g~te~ 

problems. With respect to people who do have problems 

currently, so far I havewt heard anything that 

diabetes has benefitted and Pm nut sure that 

hypertension is benefitted. Jt seems to be ~~ivu~al 

abuut lipids, although I'm impressed t 

feeling is that there may be some tendency in that 

direction. Those are just rambling comments. 

??kre final point II" d Ifke to make is if 

we're going tu have a lung-term trial, X do beJieve 

yuu need a control group. 

BQN3: what kind of control 

gruup~ 

IIXt e SHBRWIN : I mean a cuxltrul group with 

placebo L 

cll3IAxm EQN3: Thank you* 

DRL S~IG3~~ -IX. tune, if you da want, 

we do have scme glwxme insuU.n data that addresses 
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the issue. Qhviously, ~~63 can"t present ~~~~ythi~g 

within the tfme allotted. 

Carp BONE : 1s this human data? 

lx. SPTGELW: Yes f is is from the 

clinical trial in the study submitted in the 

carp BONE : Qkay, why don" t you get 

that up very quickly while LFm makin some additional 

comments -- 

DR. SPTGELW: Yes, okay. 

C.mIW BQNE : -- and we can t 

to Dr. Sherwin's question or comment. 

I have, X think, the same cuncern as 

everyone else about= balancing risk and benefit here. 

Clearly, the drug dues have a sufficient anurectic 

effect to result in a reduction in body weight. But 

I think we have uncertainties about the magnitude of 

the risk and the magnitude of the potential benefits. 

I think the model system that was resented on behalf 

of the spunsur took the must optimistic case urr both, 

sides* 

It looks tu me as though the ~~~t~d~ of 

the risk, just based on the blood pressure 

~~as~~~~e~~s frum the trials, is at least twu tu three 

tiUimetera uf mercury and 1 dun't think this tras been 

systmaticalfy analyzed. gut when one looks at the 
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largest trial and the longest term experrience, it 

appears that for the doses Likely ta be used 

cLbxically, the magnitude of blood pressure increased 

maybe as much as twice as that used in the ass~~t~~~s 

which would substantially increase their risk from 

hypertension. 

One worrisome aspect of this is, itls 

extremely difficult in the clinic to make much out of 

a five mill,imeter increase in blood ressure 

measurement when we know ycWve got a ten rn~~~irn@t~r 

ar so variability on an individual rn~as~rem~nt. This 

is the sort of thing that yau can't detect easily in 

an individual patient unless the magnitude is really 

larger than that. At the same time, the evidence is 

that changes of this magnitude do influence risk over 

time. 

The ather question has ta do with the 

assumed favorable effect on cumurbadities. I thaw 

the problem here is that there was no sufficient 

attentfun to the effect on these cumurbid conditions 

a@ defined endpoints in the clinical triala. That 

data were nut collected fn a gruspective and rigarous 

way and that rrzxy be part of the explanation fur the 

fact that there"s spume cunaiderabI,e variability and 

~~~~rta~~ty abuut that+ Beeavse we'd like to think 

NEAL Fl. GROSS 
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wG3t weight loss would consistentfy i POV@ some of 

these things, although the data are not consistent. 

The assumption that was made in the mode2 

that was presented was that the reduction in the total 

cholesterol would be about ten ~~~~~~ra~~ Per 
deciliter. Whereas, in the studies, actually, t 

a little higher than what 1 read fr 

studies. Even small differences may be important 

here. AI.1 of the comments that were made earl&x 

about the extrapolation limitations TOrn i~te~tiunal 

weight loss -- and X would also say t at we ~ig~t very 

well see a different kind af extrapolation fr~~w~ight 

loss induced by altered dietary practices and 

increased exercise and weight loss that was as a 

result of an anarectic agent -* to me ma 

calculation that the benefits would mxe t 

the risk of the increased hypertension no more were 

certain than a calculation showing that this would be 

a wash, or conceivably even going the ather dfrectian. 

It would depend on an equally tenable set of 

assu~tiuns t:o suppost either case. So, those are the 

area@ I &we of residual ccxncexn hem. 

I~J the aponaor ready witfi their data on 

glucaae and insuUn3 

Em* ~~~~~~~~: Yes. 
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Dr * Steven Weinstein, Km311 
~~a~ce~t~~al* 

Dre Mendel already mentioned this earning 

that fn diabetic patients on sibutranine who Lose 

weight, their fasting plasma glucose decreases. This 
slide ShClWS mean fasting insulin parameters in 

sibutramine treated patients who lose greater than QT 

equal to five percent of their initial body weight. 

These are in patients who are not taking insulin. I 

need to remind you that there were na patients in the 

placebo group who lost this amount of weight. asting 

immlin in the sibutramine treated patient who lost 

this amount of body weight decreased from a baselfne 

value of 21.5 miUiunit:.s pear liter at baseline to 23.5 

at week 12. This is a decrease of eight units. 

The fasting glucose, the fasting insulin 

ratio which may be viewed as an index af ~~s~~~~ 

sensitivity -- and an increase i-n this ratio wm1,d 

indicate an increase in insulin sensitivity -- this 

parameter increased from baseline to week 32 by 5L? 

l4!&-nits * 3n mzmxast, fn the all placebo gro-u 

insulin as well as this g2uxx~e insul.in ratio showeld 

only a modest increase. These data suggeiH~ an 

increase in insulin sensitivity. 

Can x have the next and last slide, 
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This slide shows mean glucose and insulin 

kinetic parameters during a test meal in subjects far 

this study. These are basically in the same subjects, 

sibutramine treated subjects not taking insulin who 

have lost this amount of weight. The insulin area 

under the curve was about 31,000 at baseline. This 

decreased to 24,000 at week 12. This is a change of 

about 7,000, a decrease af 7,000, The area under the 

curve for g1ucase remained about the same, actually 

with a modest decrease by week 12. The area under the 

curve for glucose divided by the area under the cute 

for insulin, which is, again, another measure of 

insulin sensitivity, actually fncreased from .I8 to 

.23 at week 12, an increase of .W. 

There were very modest changes in the all 

placebo group in this Same time period so we believe 

that this does suggest an increase in insulin 

sensitivity in the sibutramine treated patients who 

108e weight. 

DR. ~~~~W~~: Do you have data in. non- 

di,abeti,c fndividuals? 

Barn : z notice that yc>u have 

groupa of five and six - 
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DRS SHERWIN: Ye23 1 we" re dealing, 

~bViUU~lY9 with Small lzumbers of patients in a 

selected population wha had -- the weight 10~s itself 

~~~~~~bly would have this kind of effect. YSU might 

have seen a greater effect, fcx example, if they 

hadn't been on the drug and lost that same amount af 

weight. 

DR. W~~NST~~N : Right- 

is though,. if the patients are nat an the drug, they 

don't Lose the weight. There were no patients in the 

study who lost that amount of body weight. 

DR. SHERW'I'N: Well, 1 think that"8 fair. 

DR. W~~NST~~N: And indeed, the effect of 

the drug on the comorbidities is due to weight Joss, 

not due ta the drug itself. 

DR. S~~RW~~: I think when you fook at 

that data on balance, it9 really up in the air at 

this point. 

~~~ Burn: Did you Zaak at i~s~~i~ 

Levels in the isocaloric patients in the other study, 

~h~~~ you've mfntained weight on drug? 

IXL ~~N~~~N: No, not to nr]r knowledge. 

cIi%IAfXluYfAN Burn: Okay, thank you* 

DL ;Molitch? 

DR. MULITW: yes, can we go back to this 
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last set of data? Did you try to stratify the placebo 

atients for the same amount af weight loss as the 

diabetes patients to see if there was any particul.ar 

beneficial effect of drug or detrimental effect of the 

drug for the same amount of weight loss? 

DR. WEINSTEIN: Pm sorry, Can yau repeat 

that again? 

DR. MOLITCH: To stratify the placebo 

patients for the same amount of weight loss, so that 

you have equal. weight loss for placebo versus drug. 

DR. WEINSTEIN: In this study? 

DR. MULITCH : Yes f in these last two 

slides you just showed us. 

DR, WEINSTESN: Right. There were no 

placebo patients who lost that amount af body weight. 

Twenly percent of the patients on sibutzzamine lost 

five percent of body weight by week 12. There were no 

patients in the placebo group who -- 

DR. MOLXTCB: But you only had shx insulin 

treated patients here -- six diabetic patients. 

DR * EINSTEIN: That grcxqp was the mmber 

af patients treated on cLbutramim3 whc3 %.ost that 

amount of body weight t appmximately 20 percent of the 

sntire sfbutrwnine treated grouj~. 

CTlEAIM BUNE: old you match groups with 
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ivalent but lesser degrees of weight loss and do 

same analysis? 

DR. WEINSTEIN: We have not donr; that 

analysis. 

CHAIRMAN BONE : All right. 

Dr. Kreisberg and then Dr. Flack. 

DR* KREISBERG: Well, I think if x'm 

hearing all of this right, what you've comrpared here 

in these slides is patients who lost weight with 

patients who did not lose weight- 1 don't think that 

gets to the question at all. 

CIIEaXm BONE: Dr. Flack? 

DR. FLACK: On the ambulatory blood 

pressure side -- I'd like to shift gears a little bit 

-- I would like to re-echo the comment that was made 

earlfer today about looking at blood pressures during 

exercise. Because if you think about it, these are 

patients who were talking about losing weight and 

they" 11 probably be enraUed irr coqrehensive 

or at leaat they should be. Exercise wi313, 

Ibe a valid part of chat. Many of them -- more than a 

handful may elect to evm go do resistance training, 

or may nor be cautioned not to da it at the health 

clubs and stuff. So, I wuM.d certainly want to ache 

that. 
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Dr. Krcisberg made a comment earlier and 

started me to thinking. In the higher risk 

atients, partieular2y higher risk people with 

multiple risk factors for ischemia, it might be 

worthwhile in some of the future studies that are done 

ta look at ambulatory isehemb along with ~~~~at~ry 

blood pressure because actually, there are monitors 

now that da both of those simultaneously. One of the 

major concerns about SOme of these patients with 

multiple risk factors, or even people with coronary 

diseaa;e, is that the blood pressure burden and the 

s athetic nervous system activity may increase tbe 

risk aE behernia. 'iou*re probably not going to study 

enough people to actually count events. 

So, ambulatory ischemia, along with the 

ambulatory pressure where you can actually even relate 

the ischemia occurrence to the change in pressures 

whether itFs followed or nat, I think would be a 

consfdesatiion in the design of future studies. 

~1~ BONE: ers af the 

cuattae3 

Dr. Zawadzki? 

DR, ZAWAlXZKI: I would just like a point 

of clarificatian. the guidelines that we have, 

granted, were written after ~ub~~~~i~n of this INILL 

NEAL FL QROSS 
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but there are two points raised here that I would just 

Iike ts clarify to what extent we have the data. 

One point is the demonstration that the 

weight lass is actually fat loss in humns. N~~@r 
two9 that we have data going beyond 12 months. 

CHAIRMAN BONE : r: think the sponsor did 

one study with dual energy x-ray ab~~~ti~metry~ ia 

that correct? And also, had a number of studies in 

which circumference or girth was measured. 

DR. SPIGELMREJ: That 'S correct. I think 

the waist/hip ratio data was presented. There is a 

DEXA study that is in the briefing packet that also 

showed reduction in fat. Again, we can show that data 

ff you would like. I believe it is in the briefing 

document;. Therefore, the weight does come aff from 

the appropriate areas. 

Bum : Actually, 1 think you 

showed a reductian in mean body mass but it was not as 

great aEi the reduction in fat ma88, isn't that 

~~rr~ct~ 

DR. SPxGKm: Yes, I -- 

CHAxm BUNK: Okay. 

DR. SPXGEm: No. Nu, Pm sz>rry. 

DR. SBATUN: One specific rn~as~~em~~t in 

one group showed that fn the gynoid region, there was 
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2% Slight seduction in lean body ms5. erau., 

there's really no reduction in lean body mass. 

CrnIM BONE : Thank you. 

Dr. Zawadzki, you had another part to your 

question. What was that? 

DR. ZAWADZKI: The other point Wi3.S 

extension aE the data beyond 12 months. 

CXATM BCME: Is there just the cme 852 

extension that goes longer? 

DR. SPIGELM: The’s right. And that 

852 extension -- we have not discussed in detail. x 

think there were some ~isa~~~~ti~~s though that were 

made in the earlier discussims about that, however. 

SpecificalZy, that the doses that were 

used in 30 percent of those patients was 30 

milligrams. Over 100 patients were at 25 ~i~lig~a~s 

and that really has an impact on the interpretation of 

the vital signs of thus-e patients. I'm not sure that 

was clear frcm some of the discussian earlier. 

~~~ BQNE: Yes, r: actually was 

king at it by dose in the table that was providedm 

I)R. §PIGEm: And alsu, there were 

breaks in therapy. Pxactfcally all patients stopped 

because of just the design of the trial. Thus@ were 

pure safety trials. Or that was purely a saffety 
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trial. This is not contimmus data in terms of evea 

~~~~~~~~g to try to interpret what was one of seven 

centers. 

~~~~ BONE: Al1 right II thank you. 

Dr. Kreisberg? 

DR. f(;lZEISBERG: I wonder if somebody could 

clarify for me whether the Camittee is asked to 

consider this drug for mare than 12 m-onths' therapy, 

ox: are we anly considering it for 12 nxmths8 therapy? 

CWAZ- BONE: Dr. Troendle, wauZd you 

care to comment an the question of the duration af 

exposure? 

DR. TROEmLE: WeX1, we would like to have 

longer studies but we don't have them to deal. with. 

We'd like you to tell us what you think wau~d be 

suitable. 

CWIR1MAN Born: I guess Dr. Kreisbergf s 

question had @a do with the propose65 length of 

duration of use, As it stands, would it be 

Lndefinfte? 

DR. TROErnLE: No, 1 don't think so, 

DR. SPfGBm: Our studies clearly have 

y been done out to 12 mnths in a randomized 

miznner d and thatfs the data that we have at thJs 

point. 
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CHAIW BONE : What claim da you plan to 

DR. ~R~~~LE~ Arki there's only une study 

that went to 12 months. 

IX. SPKSEW: @l’bm, the $33 1049 and the 

1047 l 

cm1 BONE :  The question 1 have is, 

are you pursuing a claim for a year's treatment or for 

indefinite long-term treatment? 

DR. SPIQELMAES: Again, similar ta -- we 

be3,ieve that the data that was there on the drug 

dexfenfluramine, there was one study only for one 

year. The data obviously can only speak ts one year 

as far as in labeling where there has been shawn 

efficacy. That wouM clearly have to be refllected in 

the labeling, in my opinion. 

CHID BONE: Obviously, there's no 

practical, control cwer the duration of t~~atrn~~t 

~eyu~d the advice that9 given in the bOxzling+ A 

sician 18 free to prescribe I&? any term. 

xx* MJWXS: MS. Chainnz%n, Xld Ziks ta 

mve tnat we ga on to voting. I dan't want you to 

lose yaur cipx3rum. 

Bum : Yes, thank you * 

1 think we93 ready, unless there are 
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further ~cbmments or observations from the Comittee 

rn~~ers f to go through the questions. I certainly 

appreciate Dr. Marcus f caneern. 

We’ 11 just go around the tab&2 in 

different directions and 191. vote last, I guess, each. 

time. Perhaps we'll start wfth Dr. Zawadzki an -- 

excuse me, Dr. Zawadzki is a participant but not a 

voter today. So, we can start with Dr. Rreisberg. As 

I mentioned earlier, I'm going to ask the Committee 

members to vote yes or no based on the data in hand. 

Then to make additi~~~~ comments briefly if they think 

it is necessary to e so. 

DR. KR ERG : Yes l 

Ext .  CRITCHLrUW:  Yes ’ based on the 

responder analysis but not by the other criteria of 

greater than five percent difference between placebo 

and drug. 

~1~ Burn: Yes' Dr. Critchlow, 

This is Dr. Marcus. 

DR. MARCUS: Yes * 

DR. NEW: Yes. 

czzwnm Born: That was Dr. 3i;Eew and then 

this is Dr. xllingsworth. 

DR. I~~I~~~WU~~: Yes l 

m z m  BUNE:  Dr. Colley? 
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DR. COLLEY: Yes. 

CHAI BONE: Dr. Sherwin? 

DR. SHERWIN: Yes l 

CHAIRMAN BONE :  Dr. Muliteh? 

DR. MOLITCH: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN BONE: The Chair votes yes. 

The second question is, is the pressor 

effect of sibutramine clinically important? 

Perhaps we'1.1 start wit Dr, Marcus far 

that. 

DR. MaRCUS: Well, X don't know the answer 

but I think X have to give it the benefit of the built 

and say yes. 

CHAIRMAN BONE : Dr. New? 

DR. NEW: I can not answer because I &xVt 

think I have sufficient data. 

CHAIW BONE : Dr. New abstains. 

Dr. Illingsworth? 

DR. ~LL~N~~~~~~~ Potentially yes in a 

83tiset af patients, 

~1~ BUNE: Okay, that9 a yes? 

DR. XLLIHGSWOR~: Yes. 

cIzHAsm BUNE: Thank you. 

Yes, go ahead Dr. Volley? 

DR. CULLEY: Yes l 
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DR. SHERWIN: PotentialTy yes in a subset 

Therefore, yes. 

CHAIRMAN BONE: Okay. 

Dr. Molitch? 

DR. MOLLTCH: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN BONE: Chair says yes based on 

the data at hand, just as we were talking about. 

The+ third question is -- 

DR. CRITCHLOW: I vote yes. 

CHATS BONE: Qhf excuse me, Dr, 

Kr6Asberg. I am very sorry. 

DR. KREISBERG: That's akay. It doesnf t 

make any difference what I vote, actually. But it's 

yes * 

CHAIRMAN BONE: Dr. Critchlow, I'm sorry. 

1 confused myself with my innovative order of voting. 

It just goes tu show you. 

Okay, 1911 sorry~ So, that23 a unanimous 

yes except for one abstention. 

The thfrd question is da the benefits of 

utxamine outweigh the risks? We'll start with Dr. 

Mulftch answering this questfon. 

DR. MOLIET~: I wuuLd have to aay yes, 

barely. 

cHA1m BUNE: Okay. 
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Dr. Sherwin? 

DR, SHERWIN: Yes and no, because -- it 

has an the patients. 3 would say no. I don't have 

the data -- can 1 just comment because I3 m nut happy 

about saying that. 

My gut feeling is that we've not been 

dealt a full card and thatfs making it very hard. YOU 

would Like, if nothing else, better data cm the 

ambulatory blood pressure. If I hadnIt seen that 

ambulatory bload pressure readings, I might have 

weighed the other way. Because I think we could 

screen out mure effectively, the individuals who might 

have a subtle change and I'm not sure that's so 

significant. 

c~r~ BONE: But unfortunately, we have 

to speculate about that, I think, Itfs a question of 

what we have, 

Yes f Colleen? 

DR. CULLEY: 192 say no based on the data 

that we have currently. 

CHAIRMAN 3uNE: Dr. ~lling~w~r~~~ 

DR. ~LL~N~~WUR~~ rfd say yes, given ta 

appropriate patients with comrbid conditions. Xn 

other wurds, the patients need ta be accepted 

appropriately. 
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CHAIRMAN BONE: Do you have a basis for 

that selection at this point? 

DR. ~~~IN~~W~RT~: 7: wauld say the 

criteria that we have discussed originally, a BMI of 

27 with diabetes or hyperlipidemia who are at risk -- 

CHAIM BUNE : Okay, but -- okay. 

I guess we have a question here because 

that's not the indication that's being sought. 

DR. ILLINGSWORTH: Correct. 

I still would favor yes. 

CHAIR BONE: Okay. 

Dr. New? 

DR. NEW: Yes, barely. 

Cafe BONE: Dr. Marcus? 

DR. !+4ARCUS: Barely yes. 

CHAIRMAN BONE: Dr. Critchlow? 

DR. CRSTCHLQW: Pm going tu have to 

canservative and say na based on the pressor effect, 

the inconsistency in findings with respect to lipid 

r~du~ti~~ and weight lossI and the-modest weight loss. 

CHAIRMAN BONE: Dr. Kreisherg? 

DRe KRSISB~RC: Dr. Bone, 1 would like to 

1 you that 1 have never enjoyed these questions aAd 

r still don't enjoy these questianse 

CHAIRMAN BUNE: I don#t either. 
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DR. KREISBERG: f don't think theyfre 

right . I: don't think these cpastians ase framed 

raperly . We're always stuck at this meeting with, 

th@S@ typ@S Of h3ueS about yes and ncr for the same 

question. 1 think we need to work better on the 

questions. 

If11 have ta vote no. 

CHAIRMAN BONE: Have to vote n6. 

1 take your point. The questions are -- 

we're sort of to advise the Agency and these are the 

quest=ions that the Agency has asked us. Perhaps we 

could have some further discussion with the Agency 

about the questions perhaps in the future. 

OA question number three, based on the 

available data, X would have to say na. 

The fourth question is if sibutraminewere 

to be approved for marketing -- now, this s 

sume point that the drug were approved. 

I'm going to add one cement since other 

people made Comments to my vote on nuflZber three. 1 

would say that more infomtian directly 0x1 the 

subject of comurbidftfes would be extremel.y helpful 

and might result in a different answer if the data 

were available. 

Numkrer four -- if sibutramine were to be 
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approved fox marketing, Skndd there be a Phase XV 

StUdy? And the implicit question b then, very 

riefly, what would be your major comments on the 

character af that study? 

Perhaps we'll start with Dr. New. 

DR, Paw: 3 think there should be a Phase 

SV study and I: would like more precise data on the 

variability of bLood pressure, the ~~~~~~~dit~~s, and 

some idea of compliance. 

CMAIRMApIf E3QNG : One of the design issues 

that came up earlier bad to do with whether this couJd 

be an open label study comparing with dexfenfluramine. 

There's been scme discussion of differentperspectfvas 

on that. wc>u3id you favor, oppose, or have no opinion 

on that particular question? 

DR. NEW: 1 don't think a comparison is 

necessary. 1 think it should stand on its mm. 

tIlxA1m 3om: Thank you. 

Dr. Marcus? 

DR. MARWS: I agree that the appra 

co ritor am would be a true placebo zmm~ 

CQ any wanted to gu to the a~anse and have 2cl.2 three 

a-, that waufd certainly be acceptable tu met But 

I thfnk the major coqarison needs to be the placebo, 

xn addition to the thingrj that Dr. New 
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asked for, I just reitexate a rigorous attempt to 

evaluate blood pressuxre. 

CHAFF BONE: Dr. Critchlow? 

DR. REEDY: That"s a yes? 

CHAfW IBONE : That93 a yes. 

DR. MARCUS: Oh, yes. 

CHAIRMAPJ BONE: Yes, with editorial 

cements . 

Yes 8 Dr l Critchlow? 

DR. ~R~T~~~~W: Yes, definitely, 3 just 

wanted to reiterate previms cements on increasing 

the ethnic diversity in the group, making some attempt 

to increase the people who stay on the drug far 

whatever period of time because itl s very difficult ta 

evaluate these data, cc the validity of these data, 

given the approximate 50 pexcent co 

The ather ccxwern is -- and I an't know 

if this is even possibLs -- given that probably at 

least half, if not more, of the patients taking thie 

drug will be mes for wham are not according ts tire 

I: don’t know if itrs possible t:a get safety 

data, fas: exampfe, in ?r'ouRg women who are not 

necessarily obese but on contracqXives, but there's 

certainfy a large populatian of pc;aple who will be on 

it far whom we ~111 have no other way to get data. 
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CHAXW 3?3WE : Thank you. 

Dr. Kreisberg? 

DR. KREISBERG: Well f I've previously 

spoken to this point and yes, I: think a Phase IV study 

should be done. 1 think it shoufd be a placebo 

cantrol study+ I would certainly accept r. Marcus' 

suggestian that the company could add another arm if 

they wanted to mmpare it to dexfenfluramilre. 

X'ma little bit concerned, basedupon the 

issues that Dr. Flack discussed, as to whether or not 

the projections that the company has already made on 

the numbers of patients is likely to give impartant 

differences at two years, particularly if patients 

that are at high risk for events are going to be 

excluded because they are, in fact, risky patients. 

It would seem to me that their projections are wrong. 

CHAIRN31N BONE : Let's see, Dr. Malitch? 

DR. MOLITCW: Yes, I certainly agree with 

the Phase XV study or mare than cme Phase XV study 

t wiU get at same of these isSues, especially the 

~~~~b~~~~~ iasues. Bcircauas the drug, if it does get 

approved wif&, in fact, be used in patients who do 

have comcxbiditfes~ I think we need to fixed out that= 

informatiion sooner rather than later. 

cHAIRM,AN 3om : Let*s see, Dr. 
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Iflingsworth? 

DR. ~~~~~~~W~R~H~ 2 would endorse a Phase 

IV study, ideally placebo controlled, SO you can 

assess the efficacy, safety and comorbidity. I'd also 

suggest inclusion of patients with significant 

hypertriglyceridemia who have most to benefit from 

trreatmnt of dyslipidemia. Triglycerides are a xrfsk 

factor in women and in diabetics particularly, quite 

stsxmgly. The population who have been studied with 

dysli~ide~ia didWt have significantXy high 

triglycerides. So, itls not surprising that the lipid 

changes are not very profound because a weight loss 

daesn"t really dramatically change ux chalesterol. 

acre EKmE : Thank you. 

Dr, Colley? 

DR. CQLLEY : Yes, and I would agree with 

the comments made previously t at is: should be placebo 

controlled whether or nat it has dexfenfluraminle as a 

co arisen as well. And that it include the groups 

that have a higher rate of hype%Wzmsion in Hative 

sicans 8 Blacks, Hispanics, as wefl as older 

pati42nts. 

CIusIMBUNg: I think the need for Phas53 

IV studies is manifestI Xt may we11 b-3, as DC 

MoZftch has suggested, that the large simple trial my 
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not be the answer to all of the outstanding guestions, 

gome of which me vague by the fact that they wereaft 

dressed in the trials done to date, specifically 

comorbidities. I: think some of the issues that my 

cofleagues have suggestedmust be addressed in placebo 

control trials -1 could be addressed in placebo 

controlled trials that were mare narrowly focused and 

smaller in size. That would not necessarily require 

the scope of study that was initially suggested by the 

sponsor ixl their positive ccrntrol trial. 

SO8 there might be more than one way of 

getting at these issues. It might e that the large 

simple trial, accompanied by a program af mcxe limited 

and focused studies, could be satisfactory. 

Just a moment, please? 

Oh, Dr. Sherwin. Pm very sorry. 

DR. ~~~RW~~: No, that% all, right.. 

BONE : Tf mvery sorry. X fve v6try 

sarry, Dr. Sherwin. When I try ta vary the secpenee, 

~e~a~i~~a~ly, as everyone has noted, I get out of 

ardex . I apalogize. 

DR. TRUE~LE : I wxxxld like to ask for 

opinions from Dr. Flack and Dr= -- 

~1~ Burn: Can/t hear you. 

DR. TRO$~LE: I'm sorry. T wanted to ask 
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for opinions from Dr. Zawadzki and f3r. Flack on this 

last WestiOn in particular, even though they’re not 

voting members. 

CHMXMAN BONE: Certainly. Thank you very 

much. We811 do that. 

Dr. Sherwin has voted. 

DR. SHERWIN: Yes. We've heard enough 

camment . 

~~1~ BONE : Okay. Then Dr. Flack and 

Zawadzki. 

DR. FLACK: On the issue of the Phase XV 

study, yes. what should the control group be3 I 

would rnmber one, endorse that it be a lacebo 

control. If the sponsor wants to spend the money to 

add an active control, that would be fine but at the 

very minimum, a two arm study. One of them needs to 

placebo versus sibutratine. 

Again, rfd just like ta reiterate that 

there should be samg&fng procedures in place8 or 

recruiting procedures up from, to ensure adequate 

sprouts of patients, non-White patients fn the 

study. An additional, thing f would da 3,s encauraga 

them to perhaps book at na higher than ~5 ~lli~~a~ 

a day, but that% up to them 

fIiT.HAxm Burn: Thank you, Dr. Flack. 
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Comments from Dr. Zawadzki? 

DR, ZAWAr?zk;S: 1 agree that a Phase xv 

study may pmvide some very useful data, 1 think, 

particularly regarding 8ome of tfre issues regarding 

h~ertension induced by the medication, 3: think the 

cuments that were previously made regarding careful 

measurements of blood pressure during clinical use are 

very important. 

I also agree that unless the studies are 

very, very carefully designed, we may not find some of 

the real final. endpoints that we would be 100king for, 

CKAXRMAN BONE : Thank you. 

Any additional questions from the Ardency 

for thie Comittee? No? 

Thank ~Q'LP, 

AfI right, well, to summarize, in its 64th 

meeting, the Endocrinologic and MetabC=Blic Drugs 

~&isory Commktee has revfewed the ~r@~~~tat~~~ far 

skbutramine for the long-term treatment of obesity. 

The four questions were answered by the Codttee wfth 

all the comments and the Agency has previously noted 

on a never of omxksions that the cements are often 

more important than the vote because of the nature af 

that process. 

on the first question, the GammOxee voted 
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nine members vuting yes, that the sibutramine met the 

criteria fur effectiveness and none voting no. 

On the SWXXM vestion, is the pressor 

effect of sibutramine clinically impartant?, eigfit 

members voted yes and one abstained. Several of the 

metiers voting yes commented that t at was based ~n 

the available linformation but that the clinical 

significance wasnct fully explored. 

On the third question which w&sI do the 

benefits of sibutramfne outweigh the risks?, the 

Committee was closely divided, Four of the ~Q~~tte~ 

members voted yes, that the benefits outweighed the 

risks. Five voted no, that the beneffts did nut 

outweigh the risks and there were a number of c~~~~t~ 

tu the effect that uncertainty about estimates of both 

benefits and risks made this cpestjion particularly 

difficult. 

The fourth question was, if siburratine 

were to be approved for marketing, shcm3.d there be a 

z?hase xv study? Al.1 of the Conaru:ttee me 

vated yes wfth a variety of c~~@~t~ concerning 

di.ffc;rent aspects that they felt rshould be cmsidemd, 

r want to thank the sponsor far an 

~~t~t~~d~~~~y clear and cogent presentation, and for 

the tim@linss; alzd cooperative way in which thb Was 

NWL Ft. GRUSS 
CQtJwF FIEPO)l(rrffS AM3 T~~~~~~ 

cg3 RHOQE lW AENUO* N-W. 
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